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dicom viewers can be classified into three groups:
stand-alone (one or more applications), client-server

(one or more applications), and plug-in (one
application). the stand-alone viewers are standalone

applications that are not integrated with other
applications. they can be installed on windows, mac,

and linux devices. the client-server viewers are
usually integrated with a pacs or picture archiving

and communication system (pacs), which is a
database that stores patient and other image data.

the plug-in viewers are usually only available for
windows devices. these viewers are usually

integrated with a pacs, but can be independent
applications that are operated from windows, mac,
or linux devices. the stand-alone viewers are often
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used as the main viewer for any dicom images that
are uploaded to a pacs. the client-server viewers are

the most common type. they are often used as
secondary viewers when viewing images from a

pacs. the plug-in viewers are most commonly used
for viewing images stored in a pacs. they are often
used to view images uploaded to a pacs. they are

also used to view images on a computer that has a
pacs client installed. this app is a powerful and fast

dicom viewer. it enables a variety of image
processing functions such as 3d reconstruction,

volume rendering and image manipulation. it can
generate structured reports and allows basic

measurements, annotations and zooming in for
images. it is compatible with windows and mac os x.
the app is compatible with a variety of devices and
does not require installation. it is an open-source

dicom viewer that provides a lot of features to
access and view data. it offers advanced image

processing functions like 3d reconstruction, volume
rendering and image manipulation. it is compatible
with windows, mac os x and linux. the viewer offers

a user-friendly interface and enables easy
preparation of reports from dicom files. it can be
downloaded as a potable zip file that does not

require installation. the free version is only for a trial
and purchase is required to access all features.
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